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ABSTRACT 

Jony-The Unfriendly River is the Final Year Project (FYP) for Projek Satjana Muda 

(PSM). This project is developed for target user aged six to ten years old. This project is 

mainly to develop a short anjmation story combine with interactive games because the 

most of the 20 animation nowadays that have on the market is merely just a story. 

Besides, this project also was developed to give awareness to users that in life friends 

are very important. The combination of storyline with interactive games attracts users to 

pay more attention to this animation story. There are several instruction needs to follow 

up while watching this animation story to make sure the user can complete watching the 

story without any problem. There are four methods are using to test this project which 

are user interface testing, understanding testing, content testing and functionality testing. 

Two groups of users involves in this testing which are children aged six to ten years old 

and multimedia students. Based on the testing, the results achieved the objectives. There 

are also several ways to make this animation interesting which are including the sound 

effect and background music into the animation story. In this ways, users will feel 

enjoyable and not bored watching this story. This project will be very useful project to 

children because it provided a lot of moral values and good messages. 
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ABSTRAK 

Jony-The Unfriendly ruver adalah Projek Tahun Akhir untuk Projek Satjana Muda 

(PSM). Projek ini dibangunkan untuk pengguna yang berusia antara enam hingga 

sepuluh tahun. Tujuan utama projek ini membangunkan satu cerita animasi pendek 

bergabung dengan perrnainan interaktif adalah kerana sekarang, kebanyakan animasi 20 

yang terdapat di pasaran hanyalah sebuah cerita semata-mata. Disamping itu, projek ini 

juga telah dibangunkan untuk memberi kesedaran kepada pengguna bahawa dalam 

kehidupan mempunyai kawan adalah sangat penting. Gabungan cerita dengan permainan 

interaktif menarik minat pengguna untuk memberi perhatian yang lebih kepada jalan 

cerita animasi ini. Terdapat beberapa arahan yang perlu dipatuhi ketika menonton cerita 

animasi ini bagi memastikan pengguna tiada sebarang masalah menonton cerita 11ll 

sehingga habis. Terdapat empat kaedah yang digunakan untuk menguji projek 1ru 

antaranya ialah ujian antara muka untuk pengguna, ujian kefahaman, ujian isi 

kandungan dan ujian fungsi. Dua kumpulan pengguna terlibat dalam ujian ini antaranya 

adalah kanak-kanak berusia antara enam hingga sepuluh tahun dan juga pelajar 

multimedia. Berdasarkan ujian yang dijalankan, keputusan mencapai matlamat objektif. 

Terdapat beberapa kaedah yang membuatkan animasi ini lebih menarik iaitu 

memasukkan kesan bunyi dan Jatar belakang muzik. Dengan ini, pengguna akan terhibur 

dan tidak bosan menonton animasi ini. Projek ini akan menjadi projek yang berguna 

kepada kanak-kanak kerana di dalarnnya terdapat banyak nilai-nilai murni dan 

pengajaran yang boleh dicontohi . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Background 

"What is a friendship? True friendship is perhaps the only relation that 

endures the trials and distresses of time. A unique combine of faithfulness, love, 

esteem, belief and loads of fun is perhaps what describes the exact meaning of 

friendship. Similar interests, common respect and durable affection with each other 

are what friends share among each other. These are just the general qualities of a 

friendship. To understanding what friendship is, one must have real friends, who are 

indeed rare treasure. 

Friendship is a feeling of comfort and emotional safety with a person [ 1 ]. 

This feeling is when someone knows you well than yourself and convinces to be 

your side in every emotional crisis. Friendship is much beyond roaming together and 

distribution worthy moments when someone comes to salvage you from the nastiest 

phase of life. Different people have different explanations of friendship. Some people 

taught that belief is significant in friendship. There are some who sense that 

friendship is companionship. People form classifications based on the kind of 

experiences they have had. This is one relation that has been rear since time ancient. 

Someone says a person who has found a truthful friend has found a precious 

treasure. This project tries to develop 2D animation namely "Jony-The Unfriendly 

River" which is provided awareness about the important of friendship in life. 
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There are two main characters in this short story which are Jony and Rara. 

Jony is named of the river. Jony's character shows the felt of loneliness. He more 

like to be alone and hated to be friend. Rara is the name of the little turle that release 

by a little girl into the river. Rara's character is always happy and not give up even 

thought someone she wants to become friend ignore her. Rara help Jony adapt friend 

in his life. Jony realize that life without friends do not bring happiness in his life. 

This animation combines linear animation storyline and interactive games. There 

will be a mission that needs to be completed by the users. Before users completed the 

task, they cannot continue watching next part of story. This makes this story more 

interactive and enjoyable. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Currently, 20 animation development is general. The aims of this animation are 

for people who love to watch animation. The animations this day also use a linear 

storyline. The most of the 20 animation nowadays that have on the market is merely 

a story. Therefore, the animation about "Jony-The Unfriendly River" was developed 

by combination of 20 animation and interactive games. This animation combines 

linear storyline with interactive puzzles. Besides that, this project was developed to 

give awareness to users that in life friends are very important. 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objectives of this short animation which are: 

• To develop a short animation combines with interactive games. 

• To construct an interactive 20 animation by combining linear 20 animation 

storyline with interactive puzzles. 

• To give a moral value of friendship from the storyline about the 20 

animation. 
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1.4 Scope 

20 animation is merely production objects move in a two dimensional space. 

These objects differ from stills, like photos or logos to more complex objects, like 

3D graphics. 20 animation were chooses to developing this project. This project is 

the combination of linear storyline and interactive puzzles. There are three puzzle 

activities needed to solve by users to continue watching next part of animation story. 

[n this 20 animation, containing some aspects include voice, background music and 

subtitle. The duration of this 2D animation is about five minutes .This 20 animation 

is suitable for all gender and ages of audience but more specific to six until ten year's 

old children. 

1.5 Project Significance 

20 animation has a lot of attraction. This animation provides a lot of moral 

values to all viewers especially to the children. This 2D animation is suitable for all 

ages and gender of viewers and there is no terrorism or negative element in this 

story. Therefore, parents should not uneasiness and no need to make restriction on 

their children. 

Besides, this project also helps promotion of 2D animation in media industry 

and adds more variety of animation in Malaysia. Most of the local company prefers 

to produce 20 animation than 3D animation because cost to produce 20 animation is 

much cheaper. Moreover, the implementation of 20 animation is simpler than 

developing 3D animation which takes time to produce. 
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The animation that was developed must have a moral values and good 

messages to show to the children. This project produces story about how important 

friendship in life. To get a good relationship with someone; people need to 

understand the definitions of friendship. Children who watch this story could try to 

create an idea to make themselves found true friends in their life. Mostly, the 

children more interest in cartoon or something that interact with them directly than a 

verbal story. To make sure they watch the story, the interactive story was developed. 

The combination of linear 2D animation storyline with interactive puzzle wills 

attentiveness more children to watch the story. 

The storyline is same concept with verbal story, but some part need to be 

changed to make this story more interesting and gets more attention from viewers. 

This project is good for education, edutainment, entertairunent and also for 

commercialization. The main purpose of this project is for educational, edutainment 

and entertainment, therefore the story provides a moral values and good messages to 

v1ewers. 

1.6 Conclusion 

As a conclusion, the development of this short animation hoped can give 

awareness to people about how important friend in life. The animation about "Jony

The Unfriendly River" was developed by combination of 2D animation and puzzles. 

This animation combines linear storyline with interactive games. The combination of 

linear 20 animation storyline with interactive games wills attentiveness more 

children to watch the story. Without friend, life will be lonely and unhappiness. To 

develop a good animation, the message and the objectives must be delivered well to 

the audience. It is very important so that audience can understand clearly about the 

value of friendship in life. To get a good relationship with someone, all of them need 

to understand the definitions of friendship. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature review is a complete summary of the relevant facts and 

information in published academic literature about the chosen field of survey subject. 

The component of literature is most scholarly writing. Literature is not a 

bibliography that can be describing briefly each article needed in the project. The 

aim of literature review is to focus on a particular topic and make a critical analysis 

of the connection between different works that belong to field of study. In this 

chapter, the research is related with animation. There are three basics animation 

which are eel animation, computer animation and stop motion animation. 

Cel animation is a 20 animation. This animation is an outmoded form of 

animation used in the production of cartoons or animated movies where each frame 

of the scene is drawn by hand. A full-length feature film created using eel animation 

would often require a million or extra sketches to complete. A eel is a sheet of 

translucent cellulose acetate used as a medium for painting animation frames. Cel 

animation is really time consuming and requires absurd organization and 

consideration to feature. Early cartoons like The Flintstones used Cel animation. 

William Hana and Joseph Barbera created The Flintstones in 1960, it was one of the 

first animated sitcoms, and it ran until 1966. 
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Figure 2.1: Example ofThe Flintstones 

(source: http://www .youtube.com/watch ?v=2sl3X66BFd8) 

6 

Other examples of Cel Animation include early Simpsons, Top Cat and 

Looney Tunes. Cel Animation was good because cheaper and made animation easier 

because the background does not need to redraw every frame. 

Computer animation is a division of both computer graphics and animation 

technologies. The design of computer animation is about the moving pictures 

(animation) using computer technology. Computer animation is broken down into 

two categories. (i) Computer-generated animation where the animation is designed 

specially on the computer classification using animation and 30 graphics software, 

and (ii) computer-assisted animation where traditional animations are computerized. 
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Figure 2.2: Example of Benny's Booty 

(source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AbMoi4P3Mg) 
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Stop motion animation is one of the newest areas of film-making today. Stop 

motion is an animation skill through which one can spring life in inanimate things 

and do the unusual. This animation workings by shoot a single frame of an object, 

then moving the object slightly, and then shoot another frame. When the film tracks 

continuously in a film projector, or other video playback system, the deception of 

fluid motion is created and the objects seem to move by themselves. This is similar 

to the animation of cartoons, but using actual objects instead of drawings. Stop 

motion animation that are using clay are called clay animation or "clay-motion". 

In Malaysia, 20 animation gets a lot of attention from the viewers. 

Unfortunately, the animation produced only linear animation. So, in order to 

commercialize 20 animation, a product with title "Jony-The Unfriendly River" will 

be developed. This product is the combination of linear 20 animation storyline with 

interactive games. This will makes the product more interesting and enjoyable to 

watch. The viewers will achieve the moral values from the storyline. 
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2.2 Domain 

Figure2.3: Example of clay animation 'Mio Mao' 

(source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWhX8pL5SOc) 
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The domain of this project ts creating an interactive 2D animation by 

combining linear 20 animation storyline with interactive puzzles. 20 animation is 

simply making objects move in a two dimensional space. These objects vary from 

stills, like photographs or logos to more complex objects, like 3D graphics. There are 

three puzzle activities needed to solve by users to continue watching next part of 

animation story. 2D animation also has a lot of fascination. This animation provides 

a lot of moral values to all viewers especially to the children. This 20 animation is 

suitable for all ages and gender of viewers and there is no terrorism or negative 

element in this story. 
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Currently, 2D animation development is general. Their aims are for people 

who love to watch animation. The animations this day also only use a linear 

storyline. The most of the 2D animation nowadays that have on the market is merely 

a story. Therefore, the animation about "Jony-The Unfriendly River" was developed 

by combination of 2D animation storyline and interactive puzzles. Besides that, this 

project was developed to give awareness to users that in life friends are very 

important. 

The combination of a linear 2D animation storyline with interactive games 

makes this product more interactive. This make viewers interact with the each other 

and will attentiveness more children to watch the story. Children will try to solve the 

problem to make sure they can watch the story until fmish. While watching the story, 

children need to pay attention to solve the problems. 

2.3 Existing System 

Nowadays, there is a lot of2D animation that were developed. In this project, 

the most suitable existing animation to be compare with this product is ' Dora the 

Explorer' and 'Hikayat Sang Kancil dan Buaya' . 'Dora the Explorer' is an animation 

requires the audience answer the question that Dora asks and Dora also will talk to 

the audience about everything that she see or thinking. Therefore, there are 

combination of linear and interactive animation. Meanwhile 'Hikayat Sang Kancil 

dan Buaya is a linear story. It is not to interactive because it cannot interact with 

users. 
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